
 

INTERLUDE   PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS

Combined
Countdown Timer
& 7 Day Timer

Engineered for value and simplicity,
the Interlude IT99C-1 combination countdown 
timer and  7 day signal timer will save your  
business money by accurately controlling the
amount of time taken on company coffee and 
lunch breaks. The timer will signal the start 
and end of breaks, ensuring employees take 
only as long as is provided.

IT99C-1



Interlude Model IT99C-1 Timer

Save Time & Money!

Track Coffee and Lunch breaks with the Interlude Countdown Timer.

If your company has flexible breaks and lunches or relies on a coffee truck to start your
breaks...then who times how much time your employees actually spend on break?

Breaks can now be timed to the minute, thereby reducing 
the amount of excess time taken on breaks. Just 2 or 3 
minutes of extra time taken on breaks can significantly impact 
your bottom line. The IT99C-1 is designed for companies that
require the flexibility of flexible lunch & coffee breaks with the
ability to signal the start and end of work times.
There are 2 manually activated panel buttons, each can be
programmed for different durations.  When either of the buttons
are pressed the timer will activate a signal and then countdown 
to 00 minutes at which time a signal will activate to signify end
of break or lunch.
In addition there are 99 weekly events that can be programmed
to activate a signal automatically at fixed times. 

 

Standard Features

Large LED display viewable from 30 feet
Rugged Steel cabinet with hinged door and key lock
Separate programmable buttons for lunch and break timing
Break setting from 1- 95 minutes countdown duration
Lunch setting from 1- 95 minutes countdown duration
Selectable end of break warning signal
99 weekly program signal events

Technical Specifications

Clock Digital Display
Time Base Quartz Crystal
Operating Temp. -5 C to 45 C (23 F to 113 F)
Power Input 120 VAC/24 VAC Class 2 plug-in transformer
Power Output 24 VAC for signal 800 mA Maximum
Size 7” High x 7” Wide x 2 1/2” Deep
Weight 4 lbs

Distributed By: Interlude Timers

193 Mary Street North
Hamilton, ON., L8L 4V9
Tel: 1-888-327-8463
Fax: 1-888-619-9773
www.interludetimers.com


